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touchONE M

The touchONE-M is a wired on-wall reservation panel, offering a 
clean modern design with edge-to-edge front glass and a sleek 
aluminium body. An ideal reservation panel for meeting places of all 
shapes and sizes.

The panel is delivered with dedicated reservation applications and 
it works as a direct client for calendar systems like Microsoft Office 
365, Microsoft Exchange or Google G Suite.

The touchONE-M is available in three variants, each offering a 
different sized touchscreen - 7”, 10.1” or 12.1”. All of the panels show 
the current status of the room as well as a calendar of events, 
alongside the ability to reserve free rooms and prolong/cancel the 
current event.

touchONE-7-M
£1,299.00

7” interactive reservation on-wall panel.

touchONE-10-M 
£1,499.00

10.1” interactive reservation on-wall panel.

touchONE-12-M
£2,299.00

12.1” interactive reservation on-wall panel.

On-Wall Reservation Panel

touchONE-4

touchONE-4
£529.00

4.3” wired reservation interface for desktop, desk divider or on-
wall installation. Black plastic body and a touch LCD display. Fully 
compatible with Office 365 and Exchange calendar services. 

The interface offers an indication of the workplace status (green 
for free, red for reserved), space for table identification (name and 
QR code), and buttons for booking the workplace, extending the 
reservation and leaving the workplace.

Reservations can be made using Outlook, a mobile application 
using a QR code or directly using the buttons on the device.

Desktop Reservation System
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Interfaces and Players

touchONE-desk-55
£329.00

A simple workplace interface that includes workplace status 
indication, a place for the table identification and two buttons - one 
for reservation, another for leaving the workplace.

The interface can either be used as a standalone device or it can be 
integrated into interconnection boxes. Fully compatible with Office 
365 and Exchange calendar servers.

Reservations can be made by Outlook, by the mobile application 
using a QR code or directly using the buttons on the interface.

touchONE-concentrator
£1,129.00

Compatible with touchONE-deskk-55 interfaces. Communicates 
with calendar servers and makes it possible to manage centrally all 
workplace reservation units using a web-browser.

Each touchONE-concentrator can serve for up to 100 touchONE-
desk-55 units. For concentrator to work, it must be plugged into the 
same LAN as the other units of the suite.

touchONE-overview
£989.00

The touchONE-overview unit makes it possible to join a large 
display that will show the states of several rooms at once.

The player is enclosed in a compact chassis and can be easily 
integrated into display devices, such as LCD TV’s or projectors with 
a display output up to HDMI 2.0.

touchONE-manager
£1,449.00

For easy administration of reservation system units. Units 
connected to the same Reservation Suite share their settings e.g. 
the changing of account passwords to all units.

touchONE-manager allows users to centrally manage the entire 
Reservation Suite through the web interface. The device must be 
plugged into the same LAN as the other units.

Interfaces and Players

Annual Licenses

touchONE-Assist-Room
£205.00

Room annual license for shared resource planning and reservation 
tool.

touchONE-Assist-
Workplace
£70.00

Workplace annual license for shared resource planning and 
reservation tool.

touchONE-Admin
£509.00

Powerful and flexible admin tool annual license per instance - inc 
all upgrades.

Annual Licenses
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Reservation System Accessories

touchONE Accessories

NFC-Module
£89.00

Extension NFC module for touchONE-7-M & touchONE-10-M systems.

PoE-Adapter 
£85.00

PoE injector up to 15.4W, 802.3af compliant.

Tabletop-Holder-55
£55.00

Holder for installation of touchONE-desk-55 units on the top of the desk..

Under-Desk-Holder-55
£55.00

Holder for installation of touchONE-desk-55 units under the desk.

Wall-Set-55
£35.00

Wall set for installation of touchONE-desk-55 units on the wall.

Pan-Adapter-55 
£35.00

Adapter for conversion from non-CUE ready PANCONNECT boxes.

Apps & Widgest

touchONE Apps and Widgets

touchONE-app
£0.00

Room or workplace reservation from mobile device with QR code use.

touchONE-sensor-app 
£0.00

Application for occupancy sensor integration.

touchONE-control-widget
£0.00

CUE Visual Composer widget allowing control system integration.


